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Abstract. – OBJECTIVE: Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) is a non-Hodgkin lymphoma
(NHL) featured by participation of the lymph
nodes, spleen, blood and bone marrow with a
short remission period to standard therapies
and a median overall survival of 4-5 years.
PATIENTS AND METHODS: In this study, we
compare the levels of bcl-1/JH fusion products
detected by q-PCR in the concurrent peripheral
blood (PB) and bone marrow (BM) aspirate
samples from 7 patients with MCL.
RESULTS: In patients with moderate to high
levels of bcl-1/JH copies, the results of q-PCR
analysis of PB and BM aspirate samples correlate well. In patients with high levels of bcl-1/JH
copies, instead, PB levels are a good indication
of tumor burden. Finally, in patients with low
levels of bcl-1/JH copies, the t(11;14) may be
detected by identification of neoplastic cells.
CONCLUSIONS: Our data suggest that PB can
be reliably used in place of BM aspirate both for
detection of translocation status during minimal
residual disease monitoring and for a possible
molecular relapse, especially in those patients
who have moderate to high levels of bcl-1/JH
copies. If these results will be confirmed on a
wider number of MCL patients, future study will
be required to address the issue.
Key Words:
Disease monitoring, Molecular diagnostics,
BCL1/JH, Quantitative PCR, Mantle cell leukaemia,
Minimal residual disease.

Abbreviations
NHL = non-Hodgkin lymphoma; MCL = mantle cell
lymphoma; iMCL = indolent form of MCL; cMCL =
classical form of MCL; MBL = monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis; IGH locus = immunoglobulin heavy chain
locus; MTC = major translocation cluster region; MRD =
minimal residual disease; PB = peripheral blood; BM =
bone marrow; FCL = follicular cell lymphomas; IGHV =
Immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region genes; JH
consensus = Joining consensus region of immunoglobulin heavy chain.

Introduction
Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) is relatively uncommon neoplasm, comprising 3-10% of nonHodgkin lymphoma (NHL). It has a marked male
predominance (male:female ratio = 5:1) and
mainly affects middleaged to elderly individuals
(median age about 60)1,2. MCL typically presents
in advanced stage with lymphadenopathy, hepatosplenomegaly and bone-marrow involvement, but peripheral blood involvement is also
present in about 25% of cases. MCL combines
the worst features of indolent and aggressive
lymphomas, in being incurable by currently
available chemotherapy but clinically aggressive,
with a median survival of only 3-5 years1-4. Re-
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cently however, an indolent form of MCL (iMCL) was described which differs from the classical form of MCL (cMCL) in having a benign
clinical course with survival of more than 7 to 10
years, sometimes not even requiring chemotherapy for long periods. This iMCL subgroup often
displays non-nodal leukemic disease with predominantly hypermutated Immunoglobulin
Heavy Chain Variable Region genes (IGHV),
noncomplex karyotypes and weak SOX11 expression5-7. MCL with an indolent clinical evolution may therefore represent a distinctive clinical
and biological subtype of the disease. It has even
been proposed that at least some iMCL cases
may represent the MCL counterpart to the CLLlike monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis (MBL)7.
Recently, very low levels of long-lived monoclonal B-cells with a t(11;14) were detected in up
20 to 7% of healthy individuals, which may thus
carry MCL-like MBL clones8.
The t(11;14)(q13;q32) is regarded as the primary genetic event in the pathogenesis and the
hallmark of MCL9. Its detection is crucial for the
recognition of MCL cases underlying the development of neoplastic disease and for defining individual variations in response to specific
drugs10. By analyzing the breakpoint regions it
has been deduced that this translocation occurs at
the pre-B-cell stage of differentiation in the bone
marrow initiated by the recombination of the immunoglobulin heavy chain locus (IGH locus)11.
The translocation juxtaposes the CCND1 locus
(BCL-1) at 11q13 with the joining region (J) of
immunoglobulin heavy chain genes (IGH locus)
at 14q32, causing overexpression of the cyclin
D1 protein at both mRNA and protein levels12,13.
Only translocations involving the major
translocation cluster region (MTC) of the BCL-1
gene can be revealed by a routine PCR analysis.
Thus 30% to 40% of MCL cases can be shown to
carry the t(11;14) translocation by PCR methods.
Very recently, the quantitative evaluation of cells
carrying the t(11;14) translocation, following
conventional and high dose therapy, was shown
to represent a powerful predictor of long-term remission in MCL patients. Therefore, the possibility of measuring molecular minimal residual disease (MRD) after appropriate therapy provides a
powerful tool to define subgroups of MCL patients with a significantly different prognosis14.
Molecular diagnosis of MCL is usually made either through a qualitative PCR (able to detect 3040% of cases) or, indirectly, through detection of
Cyclin D1 mRNA overexpression by REAL-time
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reverse transcriptase PCR. In this latter instance,
Cyclin D1 overexpression needs to be referred to a
B cell marker (e.g. CD19 or CD20) and cannot be
exploited for direct MRD evaluation since it does
not represent a direct measurement of neoplastic
clone size15,16. Alternative methods for direct MRD
evaluation such as IgH clone-specific PCR are
cumbersome and time consuming17.
The sensitivity of detection of t(11;14) rearrangement by any methodology, including qPCR, also varies according to the extent of involvement by MCL in the tested sample.While
most MCL patients have tumor cells present in
bone marrow (BM) and peripheral blood (PB),
the degree of lymphomatous involvement at
these sites can often be low. Furthermore, BM
aspirate samples frequently under-represent the
extent of involvement because MCL cells have a
tendency to be located in a paratrabecular location that are often not aspirated.
When PCR detection of t(11;14) rearrangements is used to monitor tumor burden, relapse
or minimal residual disease in MCL patients, the
choice of samples and the avoidance of falsepositive and false-negative results becomes critical17,18. It is not known any study to address the
question that PB can be used in place of BM aspirate to monitor minimal residual disease
(MRD) in MCL patients and that either PB or
BM aspirate testing give a rough approximation
of the degree of BM involvement. While in NHL
Follicular Cell Lymphomas (FCL) with the rearrangement t(14;18) was previously addressed:
one study has shown that analysis of PB specimens is less predictive of relapse than analysis of
BM aspirate specimens19. By contrast, other studies have demonstrated that PB and BM aspirate
samples usually yield similar results20.
Importantly, studies with transgenic mice suggest that cyclin D1 deregulation, although important for MCL initiation, may not be responsible
for the complete cell transformation, and that
secondary genetic alterations are required 21.
Comparison with other malignant lymphoid neoplasms has revealed that MCL, in particular the
blastoid variant, is among those with the highest
level of genomic instability22. Recurrent genomic
aberrations observed in MCL23 include deletions
at 1p, 8p, 9p, 9q, 11q, 17p and gains at 3q, 8q,
15q, 18q. Although the target genes of most genomic aberrations have not been identified, a
small group of candidate genes has been characterized, including ATM, BCL2, CDK4, CDKN2A, MYC, and TP53. Notably, most of these
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target genes are involved in cell cycle regulation
and cellular response to DNA damage, as discussed below24.
As cyclin D1 is not generally expressed by
normal B cells or other lymphomas, its positive
expression has come to represent a highly specific marker for MCL in clinical practice 12 . It
should be mentioned, however, that the
t(11;14)(q13;q32) has been detected in other
types of hematological malignancies such as
multiple myeloma1. Furthermore, gene expression profiling studies have identified a subset of
MCL cases that is cyclin D1 negative but cyclin
D2 or cyclin D3 positive25,26. Translocations and
resulting protein overexpression involving these
alternative cyclin isoforms may be detected by
FISH and RT-PCR respectively but immunostaining is not specific27. Genotyping is crucial to
the identification of genetic markers underlying
development of neoplastic diseases and individual variations in response to specific drugs. Cost
and time-effective technologies able to accurately identify genetic polymorphisms will markedly
affect routine diagnostics processes and future
therapeutic developments28.
Here, we compare the levels of bcl-1/JH MTC
fusion products detected by q-PCR in concurrent
PB and BM aspirate samples from 7 patients with
MCL, all known to have bcl-1/JH rearrangement
involving MTC. For patients with moderate to
high levels of bcl-1/JH MTC copies, the results of
q-PCR analysis of PB and BM aspirate samples
correlates well, and thus PB can be used instead
of BM aspirate material for this purpose. Most of
the patients with high levels of bcl-1/JH MTC fusion products also had histologic evidence of BM
involvement by MCL and, thus, PB levels are an
indication of tumor burden. However, for patients
with low levels of bcl-1/JH MTC fusion products,
most of whom do not have histologic evidence of
BM involvement by MCL, in this case the
t(11;14) may be detected by identification of neoplastic cells and, thus, confirmation by analysis of
the primary tumor is suggested.

Patients and Methods
Study Group
Quantitative PCR analysis for the t(11;14) involving the MTC is routinely performed on PB
and/or BM aspirate samples of all MCL patients
at time of presentation to CETAC research center
institution. In this study, we focused on 7 MCL

consecutive patients accessioned between 2003
to 2007 who had bcl-1/JH MTC fusion products
and who had data from paired PB and BM aspirate samples. The primary diagnosis of MCL was
established by excisional biopsy of lymph nodes
or other tissues in 5/7 cases. Using the World
Health Organization classification system for
histological grading, 2 cases were grade 1, 2 cases were grade 2, and 3 were grade 3. The extent
of MCL involvement in BM was established by
examination of hematoxylin-eosin-stained sections of the decalcified, formalin-fixed trephine
biopsy specimens with a semiquantitative assessment of the percentage of marrow cellularity
comprised of tumor cells. This evaluation was effected by determination of Cyclin D1 expression
levels by immunohistochemical methods.
DNA Isolation
High molecular weight genomic DNA was
isolated from PB, BM and LN samples by conventional phenol-extraction method. After spectrophotometrically determining concentration at
260/280 nm (SmartSpec 3000, BioRad, Hercules,
CA, USA), DNA samples were stored at 4°C.
DNAs for control studies
Lymphoblastoid B-cell line JVM2 with a
chromosomal translocation t(11;14)(q13;q32)
was used as positive control for PCR studies. It
was diluted with DNA sample from White Blood
Cells (WBC) of an healthy donor t(11;14)-negative at various percentages.
Rigorous precaution was taken to prevent
cross contamination of sample and all experiments included negative control from all stage of
the reaction.
Conventional PCR
500 ng of DNA sample was amplified in two
steps (first Round and nested-PCR) by specific
forward primers for t(11;14) that cover a Major
Translocation Cluster (MTC) of Bcl-1 gene and
reverse primers that annealing on Joining consensus region of Immunoglobulin heavy chain (JH
consensus) gene located on chromosome 1429.
A reaction mix containing: 10 X buffer (100
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 0.5 mM KCl), 4 mM MgCl2, 0.4 mM dNTPs, 200 nM of Primers MTC
forward and JH consensus reverse, 2.5 U Taq
Gold (Applied Biosystem, Foster City, CA,
USA) distilled water for 50 ml of total volume30.
PCR conditions for the first round were 10
minutes at 95°C followed by 35 cycles of 30 sec4803
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onds at 94°C (denaturation), 30 seconds at 58°C
(annealing), 1.5 minutes at 72°C (extension) and
final extension of 5 minutes at 72°C.
1 microliter of first round amplicon was diluted 1/10 to set up Nested amplification for a total
of additional 30 cycles. This second round Nested amplification was performed by the same conditions of first round amplification adopting
primers MTC nested e JH consensus nested 30.
In both cases ten microliters of amplified
products were run on a 1.5% agarose ethidium
bromide-stained gel.

We calculated correlation coefficients using a
pairwise comparison of bcl-1/JH MTC fusion
product levels in PB and BM aspirate samples.
We similarly calculated correlation coefficients
for bcl-1/JH MTC fusion product levels in BM
aspirate specimens with histologic extent of lymphomatous involvement in the BM biopsy specimen. R-squared values were taken graphically
and used to calculate correlation coefficients (r).

Real time PCR
The ABI/Prism 7700 sequence detector (Applied Biosystem, Foster City, CA, USA) platform
was used throughout this study for detection of
t(11;14) by SYBR Green I method following by
manufacturer’s protocol of Quant Kit (Dia-Chem
srl, Naples, Italy). Briefly, 250 nanograms of
DNA sample and standards were amplified in duplicate in a total volume of 25 uL. Sample was
heated for 2 minutes at 50°C (for UNG digest), 2
minutes at 95°C and 45 cycles of 30 seconds at
95°C, 30 seconds at 61°C, 70 seconds at 72°C and
10 seconds at 80°C for fluorescent acquisition, in
order to eliminate eventually non-specific signal
derived from primers dimers (our observation).
In parallel albumin reference reaction, (500 ng
of DNA sample) was performed in duplicate in
the same previously described conditions.
As SYBR green intercalates non-specifically
with any double-stranded DNA generated during
PCR, the Temperature melting (Tm) curve analysis was performed following amplification to
confirm the identity of amplified products by its
specific Tm profile. The Tm curve analysis included one cycle of denaturation at 94°C for 1
min, followed by 60°C for 10 seconds and a
ramp to 94°C at a rate of 0.1°C/10 seconds with
continuous fluorescence measurement.
A software for results interpretation and absolute quantification of bcl-1/JH MTC positive
cells in analyzed samples is included in the kit.

Interpretation of Results
The cycle number at which the reporter dye
emission intensities rises above background noise
is called the threshold cycle (Ct). The Ct is directly proportional to the copy number of the target
template at the beginning of the reaction. The use
of standard curves (Figure 1) of known amounts
of both endogenous albumin reference control and
bcl-1/JH MTC rearranged copies (JVM-2 DNA),
allows the calculation of the ratio of specific
BCL1/IgH gene copies to reference DNA (Albumin) in each sample. Given that 500 ng of DNA
correspond about to 90,000 cells, the results are
expressed as absolute number of bcl-1/JH MTC
positive cells over 90,000 analyzed cells31-33.
Assuming equal efficiency of amplification for
MTC and albumin DNA targets, this ratio approximates the number of cells bearing a MTC
rearrangement compared to the overall number
of cells analyzed. Thus, there is a threshold of
approximately 10 MTC-bearing cells in 100,000
cells that defines a sensitivity lower limit below
which the t(11,14) products are detected by Real
Time-PCR; in those samples whose Real Time
PCR could be doubtful but qualitative Nested
PCR was positive, neoplastic cells were considered at level <10 bcl-1/JH MTC + cells over
100,000 analyzed cells. In this circumstance, at
diagnosis, the avoidance of false-positive and
false-negative results becomes critical, therefore
concurrent analysis of the primary tumor to confirm the true translocation status is likely required for definitive interpretation of the significance of a low/borderline PB or BM aspirate
MTC positive result30.

Statistical Analysis
Results from two replicates of each sample are
presented as a mean value of bcl-1/JH MTC rearranged product levels normalized to the mean
value of amplification of the albumin gene. Because of the expected variance of PCR efficiency
over different target concentrations, log bcl-1/JH
ratios were also computed to obtain a mean log
difference between PB and BM aspirate samples.
4804

Results

Quantitative evaluation of t(11;14)
Copies at Diagnosis
The PB and BM normalized copies values at
diagnosis were highly correlated in most patients
regardless of time or not there was histologic evi-
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Figure 1. Standard curve: The logarithm of 10-fold serial dilution of pMTC (to 90000 copies down 9), was plotted as function
of CT values. The lower detection limits (reproducibility 70%) of the method were 4.5 copies of pMTC. To perform parallel
Albumin reference gene, each magnitude of pMTC was diluted into DNA from whole blood of healthy donor to a final concentration of 500 ng.

dence of MCL in the concurrent BM biopsy specimen. Following a Figure 2A, a less significant
correlation coefficient was noted in both BM aspirate and PB samples (r = 0.169 and r= 0.07 respectively). The range of normalized bcl-1/JH
MTC copies in BM was 106-92261 and in PB
172-130000. The normalized level of bcl-1/JH
MTC was higher in BM aspirate than in PB in 4/7
of cases and was higher in PB than in BM aspirate samples in the remaining patients (Table I).
Among the 3 of 7 (57%) patients who had histologic evidence of MCL in the concurrent BM
biopsy specimens, the median of bcl-1/JH MTC
was 34640 copies in BM aspirate and 28158
copies in PB samples (Table II). As shown in
Figure 2A, 1 of 7 (pat#2) MCL patients with histologically involved BM biopsy specimen had
bcl-1/JH MTC levels in PB and BM aspirate

samples that were within one log difference.
However, approximately 1 MCL patients (pat#6)
had low levels of bcl-1/JH MTC products detected in PB and BM aspirate, down 180 copies or
less. Finally, the pat#5 had no evidences in BM,
even so he had the high-test level of MTC.
Quantitative evaluation of t(11;14)
copies after therapy
In contrast, there was a more significant correlation, at response to therapy, of the normalized
bcl-1/JH MTC detected in concurrent BM aspirate samples (r = 0.84) and PB samples (r= 0.81)
as shown in Figure 2B. In this case the range of
normalized bcl-1/JH MTC copies in BM was <
10-2105 and in PB < 10-583 (Table I). The normalized level of bcl-1/JH MTC was higher in

Table I. Comparision between extent of Mantle cell lymphoma present in bone marrow biopsy and level of normalized bcl1/JH MTC product in BM aspirate and PB at diagnosis and after therapy.

Patient
N#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

T(11;14) at diagnosis
(copies normalized)

BM
involvement

T(11,14) after therapy
(copies normalized)

BM

PB

(%cyclin D1)

BM

PB

57766
58176
4374
5611
92261
106
18230

50000
2196
3677
1305
85000
172
56761

Yes (40)
Yes (<10)
Yes (<10)
No
No
Yes (<10)
Yes (<10)

2105
545
143
< 10
< 10
11
< 10

583
53
< 10
< 10
< 10
<10
<10

Tissues
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Figure 2. Correlation between normalized bcl-1/JH MTC levels in paired bone marrow and peripheral blood samples. A, Levels
in patients in both BM and PB at diagnosis. B, Levels in patients in both BM and PB after therapy.

Table II. Comparison of bcl-1/JH MTC copies detected in PB and BM samples at diagnosis and after therapy.

Category
Mantle cell lymphoma
with involved BM
Mantle cell lymphoma
with negative BM
Avarange total
p

# of cases

BM at diagnosis

BM after therapy

PB at diagnosis

PB after
therapy

3

34640

734

28158

161

4
7

32659
33789

11
402
0.0001

46059
35833
0.0021

<10
93

BM aspirate than in PB in 7/7 of cases; however,
in concurrent PB sample, t(11;14) was always
detectable.
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Among the 5 of 7 (71.4%) MCL patients who
had no histological evidence of MCL in the concurrent BM biopsy specimens, the median of bcl-
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1/JH MTC was 8.01% in BM aspirate and 0.83%
in PB samples. As shown in figure 2B, 2 of 7
MCL patients (pat#2 and pat#3) with histologically involved BM biopsy specimens at diagnosis, had bcl-1/JH MTC levels in PB and BM aspirate samples that were within one log difference; patient #3, instead, had a lower involvement of BM biopsy after therapy.
In the 5th of 7 patients with the lowest bcl1/JH copies (<10), conventional Nested PCR of
the primary tumor revealed bcl-1/JH rearranged
products with a size identical to that detected in
the PB and BM aspirate samples. These results
demonstrate that the low level of bcl-1/JH fusion
products detected in PB and BM aspirate samples of these 5 patients was derived from the
neoplastic clone (data not shown).
Quantitative evaluation of t(11;14)
copies during follow up
Describe the parallel performance of PB and
BM in all 7 cases with Figure 3 as example of
the pat# 2: this is to prove that PB can be safely
used for monitoring of minimal residual disease
and therefore for a possible molecular relapse

Discussion
This study was designed to address whether
levels of bcl-1/JH MTC fusion products detected
by q-PCR in PB and BM samples obtained from
MCL patients were similar, thereby obviating the
need for BM examination solely for this purpose.

We included 7 consecutive MCL patients with
MTC bcl-1/JH fusion products who had q-PCR
analysis performed on paired PB and BM aspirate specimens. The high degree of correlation
between PB and BM aspirate samples shown
here suggests that PB can be reliably used in
place of BM aspirate for determination of
translocation status in minimal residual disease
monitoring, especially in those patients who have
moderate to high levels of bcl-1/JH copies.
The correlation between bcl-1/JH copies detected in BM aspirate specimens and the extent
of MCL involving the concurrent BM biopsy
specimens also suggests that q-PCR may be used
as an alternate method of determining the presence and general extent of BM lymphomatous
involvement. Although in one case (pat #2) there
was trend toward correlation, bcl-1/JH levels in
PB were less useful for predicting the extent of
BM involvement.
At our institution, patients with MCL commonly are first diagnosed by tissue biopsy. Elsewhere, fresh tissue or paraffin blocks of the primary tumor are often not available for molecular
testing. In those cases, in terms of patient comfort and expense, PB is clearly the preferred
specimen type over BM aspirate for determination of translocation status. We believe this study
demonstrates that real-time q-PCR combined
with “Amplicon temperature melting point
analysis” can reliably allow analysis of bcl1/JH
MTC molecular profile in PB samples in lieu of
BM aspiration. This approach is highly sensitive
when compared with non-quantitative PCR 34.

Figure 3. Monitoring follow up by detection of t(11,14) on paired BM and PB.
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Furthermore, the good correlation (Figure 2B)
between the results obtained from PB and BM
aspirate specimens after therapy at all levels of
disease (ranging from very high to very low levels of bcl-1/JH copies), suggests PB analysis is
likely to be as informative as BM aspirate analysis for monitoring tumor burden in MCL patients
over time.
Anyway, for newly diagnosed cases of MCL
with low bcl-1/JH levels in PB or BM aspirate
samples, confirmation of the bcl-1/JH amplicon
size by testing of the primary tumor is justified.
The data in this study also suggest that high levels of bcl-1/JH fusion products detected in PB or
BM aspirate samples can be used as a substitute
for testing the primary neoplasm. However, as
already stated, relatively low levels of bcl-1/JH
detected in PB and BM aspirate samples, necessitating the original biopsy specimen, if available, for t(11;14) analysis.
It has to be taken in mind that, as often happens, new analytical principles, innovative
methods with extraordinary sensitivity and
specificity features, preanalytical suitable procedures and standardized protocols for sample
collection and analysis, are needed for the next
future35. A deeper understanding of the biology
of t(11;14) gene rearrengment can derive firstly
from an advance in the methodological and
technological support to the study of these molecules and secondarily to find medical expertise
to interpret genomic results36.

Conclusions
We suggest that PB can be used in place of
BM aspirate to test for the presence of bcl-1/JH
MTC and to monitor minimal residual disease in
MCL patients. Either PB or BM aspirate testing
yield a rough approximation of the degree of BM
involvement.
Furthermore, future studies will be required to
address the issue.
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